Final Report for School Land Trust Money Spent on School
Improvement Plan 2015-16 School Year
According to state guidelines, parents and other stake-holders should be notified of how School
Land Trust money was utilized to implement various parts of our school improvement plan. The
majority of the money goes to purchase technology for student use, and to hire technicians to
work with students. Below is a basic outline what work teachers completed to contribute to the
plan and how the money was allocated.
Teachers met weekly to collaborate as teams. In collaboration meetings grade levels planned
for re-teaching and extension opportunities for their students based on data. Eight teachers
attended a literacy conference in Salt Lake City for professional development. For this
conference registration and substitutes were provided in order for them to attend. Five
teachers attended a technology conference in Denver, Colorado to learn how to utilize and
integrate the technology we have purchased with math and literacy. Trustlands money was
used to pay the registration for these teachers to attend the conference. Approximately $5,470
was spent to support this goal.
Needed technology was purchased for the school. Two Audio Enhancement Systems were
replaced and two new Audio Enhancements systems were purchased for rooms that did not
have them. Fifty Chromebook and fifty licenses needed to run them were purchased for
classroom use. Some of these chrome books were replacements for damaged Chromebooks
and some were used to increase the number of devices for student use in the classroom. A
replacement color printer was purchased for teachers to use to create instructional materials.
Four smartboards were purchased to use in daily instruction. Three iPads were purchased to
replace damaged iPads. Two laptops were purchased; one to replace an outdated laptop on a
mobile technology cart and one for flexible teacher use. $35,443 was spent to support this
goal. Approximately $327 was spent to replace projector bulbs. A technician was also hired to
support the school’s technology and help teachers with implementation. Approximately $3,000
was spent on salary and benefits for this technician.
To support reading interventions, technicians were hired to tutor in reading, and an Americorp
technician was hired to oversee the reading intervention support. Approximately $8,000 was
spent on salaries and benefits for these technicians.

